RAPID: A modular and extensible toolbox for parameter estimation of Modelica and FMI compliant models
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Abstract

This paper describes the RAPID Parameter Identification toolbox (RAPID), developed within the EU FP7 iTesla project. The toolbox was designed to carry out parameter identification on models developed using the Modelica language, focusing in particular on power system model identification needs. The toolbox has been developed with modularity and extensibility in mind, using MATLAB/SIMULINK as a plug-in environment, where different tasks of the identification process are carried out. The identification process uses different optimization algorithms to improve the fitting of the model’s response to selected criteria. The modular architecture of RAPID gives users complete freedom to extend and adapt the software to their needs, e.g. to implement or link external solvers for simulation or optimization. The compatibility with Modelica models is brought by the use of technologies compliant with the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard.
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1. Motivation and significance

Model validation, and parameter identification methods and tools are of paramount importance in many engineering fields,
whose origins can be traced back to Gauss’ development of the least squares method [1] in 1795. The purpose of such methods and tools is to ensure that the mathematical description of a dynamical system corresponds to its real behavior for a given validity domain (i.e. the model is “good enough” for a given “application”). The system’s behavior is exposed in measurements and knowledge about the system’s structure. In the case of power systems, Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) collect high-speed, time-synchronized data from multiple locations and containing multiple signal types, also known as synchrophasors [2]. Synchrophasor data gives engineers the opportunity to extract knowledge about the system’s dynamic response. With the advent of more advanced information technology, data processing and knowledge extraction methods are now accessible for different domain experts. This opens research and development opportunities in model validation for power systems, which has been identified as an important PMU application [3].

Today’s methods and tools for model identification and validation have their theoretical underpinning in the field of system identification, which has been recently unified with the development of prediction error methods [4]. This recent development establishes a framework that allows one to make a clear separation between (a) the model structure being employed to represent the system, (b) the estimation method used to identify the chosen model structure, (c) the algorithms used for the solution, and (d) their actual implementation in computer software.

Understanding this framework from the field of system identification and paying special attention to domain-specific needs (i.e. power system requirements), have provided the catalysts for the development of the Rapid Parameter Identification (RAPID) toolbox. The authors’ aspiration with the design and implementation of this tool is to provide a framework/prototyping environment to solve system identification problems in power systems, while at the same time designing and implementing a software architecture that structurally achieves an actual separation [5] according to the modern principles of system identification (i.e. (a) through (d) above).

2. Software description

The RAPID toolbox was developed to automate the model validation, calibration, and parameter identification process for models exchanged according to the FMI standard [6]. The toolbox is provided with the following inputs:

1. A MATLAB/SIMULINK [7] model with a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU) that encapsulates the dynamic model of interest;
2. A reference response (e.g. a time-series from measurements) that defines the variable(s) to be used in the cost function to be minimized;

Fig. 1. Operating principle of the RAPID toolbox showing how the toolbox, through an iterative process, calibrates the model based on a fitness criterion between the model’s response and a reference response.

3. A parameter set to be estimated/calibrated; for each parameter, its initial value, and a range defined by its minimal and maximal value;
4. The selected optimization and simulation algorithm (available or newly added), and its specific settings;
5. Type of cost function (i.e. objective function) (available or newly added).

Note: the user needs to consider the non-linearities of the studied system(s) and pay careful attention when configuring the experiment settings [5].

The toolbox will automatically load the initial parameter set, simulate the model, and record the output of the model (from a list of preliminary chosen output variables), as shown in Fig. 1. RAPID will attempt to tune the parameters of the model so as to minimize the given criteria (e.g. by defining a curve fitting criterion between the simulated model’s output and the provided reference as an objective function). The toolbox is flexible, it allows the user to select any number of reference signals. The fitness function (i.e. objective function) can be defined by the user, or the user can utilize a set of default criteria.

2.1. Software architecture

The toolbox has been designed as a modular software package (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). It includes a graphical user interface (GUI) (implemented in the gui folder; to launch with runRapidGui), allowing its use as a standalone tool. The toolbox can also be called through a command line interface (CLI) in MATLAB, enabling its integration in scripts for additional interactions with other toolboxes or software.

The software code is divided into several modules that carry out individual tasks of the automated process, and handle the communication between the modules. The core code, in functions/rapid.m, manages the experiment settings and the overall process execution. The other modules provide the following services: optimization, model simulation, and objective function computation. RAPID is made available with several implementations of each of these modules. The optimization services available include support for both conventional algorithms, such as fmincon in MATLAB [8], and also heuristic algorithms, such as a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm implemented by the authors. The simulation services available were implemented to utilize FMI technologies [9], which allow to use the solvers natively available in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The FMI compliance is ensured via the FMI Toolbox [10] that brings compatibility with FMU 1.0 and 2.0.

The user can also easily implement new modules. In particular, the optimization facilities use a plug-in architecture

---

1 A FMU is a compiled model following the FMI standard. The FMI standard is now supported by more than 30 tools, see http://www.fmi-standard.org/tools —OpenModelica supports FMU generation from Modelica models, see http://www.openmodelica.org.
that can be extended to include additional optimization algorithms. This is achieved by defining, in `algos/`, a function that integrates the objective function and the user options. Further integration in the toolbox is achieved by extending `functions/rapid.m` with a new case, and by editing the GUI in `gui/rapidMainWindow.fig` in GUIDE.

### 2.2. Software functionalities

The RAPID toolbox was developed as a software prototype and as one of the modules of the iTesla platform (http://www.itesla-project.eu/) involving model validation, calibration and parameter estimation. It provides the necessary methods to carry out:

- Component level validation and parameter estimation, i.e. given the component reference (measurements) and knowledge (assumptions) on the component model, perform parameter identification and compare with the original values and perform cross validation to calibrate the parameters values in the model;
- Development of aggregate models/model reduction, i.e. substitute a set of components with an aggregated model for which the estimated parameter values will give a minimal error according to the cost function;
- Large networks validation, i.e. estimate a parameter set for several components of large interconnected networks.

The iterative process is automatic, i.e. a given model response is automatically matched against a given reference (measured) response. The use of FMI technologies adds compatibility with Modelica models, such as the ones developed also within the iTesla project [11], as several Modelica tools support the FMI standard for model export.

### 3. Illustrative example

In order to avoid going into domain-specific complexities, this section provides a simple illustrative example. Actual power system identification examples can be found in [12].

In power system studies, as well as in other domains, aggregation (or model order reduction) is a common practice that aims to simplify a system model by replacing several units by a single one, while preserving the original aggregate behavior. The goal of this “use case” is to illustrate this by performing parameter identification of an aggregated generator model using the RAPID Toolbox. The setup of the experiment is as follows:

- The reference model is shown in Fig. 3. It is a basic power system model with a generator, a load and several lines, to which a plant consisting of 2 generators is connected. All generators are represented by the `GENROE` model (see [11]);
- Fig. 3 shows the aggregated model where the two generators of the original plant are replaced by an equivalent single generator plant;
- The Modelica models are initialized using the power flow solution imported from PSS/E (a power system analysis tool) (see [13]);
- The minimization criterion (i.e. objective function) was set as the sum of the Euclidean distances between the aggregate model’s response and the reference model’s response. The sum considers the three following outputs (at bus `GEN1`): terminal voltage, active power, and reactive power;
- An identical small signal perturbation was introduced in both models to excite the systems’ dynamics (outlined in orange on Fig. 3), thereby making the excitation voltage...
(i.e. EFD) of the generator on the left-hand side increase temporarily;

- Using the three simulated outputs (at bus GEN1), 12 parameters of the aggregated plant were identified using the PSO algorithm.

The calibration process is iterative and evaluates the different parameter sets until the model’s response is close enough to the original plant’s response (i.e. satisfying the minimization criteria). Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the aggregated model’s response against the reference system. Both models are perturbed through a step-up at \( t = 2 \) s and step-down at \( t = 10 \) s, signal in the field voltage of the generator at bus GEN1. It can be noted that as the simulations with a new parameter set progress, the responses get closer to the reference response.

Once the optimization process is over, the toolbox returns a list of numerical values for all the parameters. These values are within a valid practical range, because the RAPID experiment was configured to restrict each parameter to a range of typical values for synchronous machines. Furthermore, it can be noted that the calibrated aggregated plant response closely matches that of the original plant (see Fig. 4).

### 4. Impact

Power systems are becoming highly complex cyber-physical networks and model validation tools have been highlighted as a major and urgent need for the analysis of power systems of different complexity and scale [3]. There are several tasks that would benefit from more flexible tools, such as the estimation and validation of parameters of a single generating unit [14], the optimization of control parameters [15] through the identification of aggregate model parameters [16], and the validation of overall power grid dynamics [3].

Indeed, a good power system model requires not only a correct mathematical representation of the physical components, but also the correct parametrization corresponding to the modeled physical system. Therefore, Transmission System Operators (TSOs) have recently focused on maintaining a database of parameters representing the actual power system, while the mathematical representations of most power system components started to be developed in the 1970s. This task is challenging for several reasons. First, the information that is available from the grid is incomplete. In addition, intellectual property right issues for technology do not allow one to openly exchange modeling details about some of the power system components. Second, the usage of diverse simulation tools by different TSOs translates into information loss when exchanging only parametrization data. Consequently, great efforts have recently been made to develop the common information model (CIM) [17]. However, there are several limitations to CIM and the Common Grid Model Exchange Standard (CGMES) [18] that do not guarantee unambiguous model exchange [19]. Recent work on this front that considers the use of Modelica to define “user defined models” [20] might help to improve these limitations in the future.

In addition, power system model validation tools available today [3] have several limitations, such as: (a) narrow application scope (e.g. only for single component/purpose model validation), a monolithic architecture that (b) binds the whole identification process to a specific method/algorithm (e.g. Kalman Filter [16]) and/or (c) simulation tool, and (d) none of the available tools address the important issue of unambiguous model exchange.

The RAPID toolbox seeks to offer a flexible solution that is compliant with unambiguous model exchange by the use of standardized software components, such as the FMI for model exchange. Furthermore, the toolbox was built to be easily extended, allowing the user to integrate its own optimization algorithms, and cater to specific identification problems.
As illustrated in this paper, another case where the model calibration can be used is when simplifying models, where an aggregate model replaces several components. The aggregation process is not straightforward as there is no unique mathematical method to derive the parameters of an aggregate model. Its calibration is thus necessary to validate the simplified model.

This is a typical task for many TSOs who need to aggregate an entire power plant (composed by several generators and their automatic control systems) into a single generator representation in order to decrease the overall state-space dimension of the power grid model [21]; mostly to simplify analyses and result interpretation, but also to reduce simulation time. Although there are some tools for such purpose, these depend either on an ambiguous model description [22] or are bound to a specific simulator [16]. As this use case demonstrates, the use of RAPID does not impose these requirements.

The development of an open source tool is relevant in the context of today’s needs in power systems, and it is the humble attempt of the authors to make an open source contribution that helps addressing them. The authors also wish to democratize the use of Modelica and FMI for tasks related to power system modeling, simulation, and model validation, by providing a useful toolbox supporting such technologies.

5. Conclusions

Power systems are becoming highly complex cyber-physical networks, and model validation tools have been highlighted as a major and urgent need for the analyses of power system descriptions of different complexity and scale [3].

This paper gave an overview of the RAPID toolbox developed within the EU FP7 iTesla project. It is a humble attempt of the authors to advance the state-of-the-art in today’s power system model identification practices, by making this project available as open source. The authors acknowledge that there might be an immense array of possible features, optimization methods, etc., that could have been implemented already—therefore, the authors have decided to release this software using an OSS license so that further development can be made regardless of the authors’ time resources.

The software will be maintained by the authors during 2016 and until funding is available for its development by the first author’s research team. Therefore, to allow the software to grow, the authors would like to encourage users to provide their own application examples or any other contributions towards the further development of the toolbox.
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